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as stated before,) or by others whose actions directly affect
him. In such a case, the disturbed plan will be adjusted
in the beginning of the next life, so that there will not be
in the end anything lost to the soul whose destiny has been
changed for the moment by himself or by others. But in
no case is suicide ever in the plan of a man's life; for such
an act the man is directly responsible, though that responsi-
bility may also be shared by others.
In the case of those who die either from old age
'or disease, the hold of earthly desires is sure to be
more or less weakened, and probably the very grossest
particles are already got rid of, so that the man will
most likely find himself on the sixth or fifth—or perhaps
'even a higher—subdivision of the astral plane ; the princi-
ples have gradually been prepared for separation, and the
shock is therefore not ^"reat.
But in the case of accidental death or suicide
none of these preparations have taken place, and the
withdrawal of the principles from their physical encasement
has been very aptly compared to the tearing of the stone
'out of an unripe fruit; a great deal of the grossest kind
of astral matter still clings around the personality, which
is consequently held in the seventh or lowest subdivision
of the plane.
The victims of sudden death whose earth-lives have
been noble and pure have no affinity for this plane, and so
the time of their sojourn upon it is passed either in c{ happy
ignorance and full oblivion, or in a state of quiet slumber,
a sleep full of rosy dreams '\  But if their earth"
"lives have been low and brutal, selfish and sensual, they
-will, like the suicides, be conscious to the fullest extent in
this undesirable region, and are liable to develop into
terribly evil entities.

